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Abstract 

The extent to which economic policy uncertainty (EPU) amplifies exchange rate volatility has 

been an important research question for at least a decade. Previous research has investigated this 

relationship using monthly data, concluding that EPU imparts an effect on exchange rate 

volatility either contemporaneously, or with a one month lag. The use of monthly frequency, 

however, may not provide an accurate causal interpretation, and may even compromise the 

accuracy of the estimates if the natural cycles of EPU are shorter than a month. To address this 

econometric concern I construct EPU measures at a daily frequency, and estimate a GARCH 

model using daily USD/British pound returns. The evidence indicates that EPU contributes to 

exchange rate volatility much more quickly than monthly data can detect. I also find that general 

market uncertainty increases volatility more than EPU does. 
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1. Introduction 

Exchange rate volatility can affect both individual firms and entire economies. Many 

firms purchase futures and forward contracts in foreign currency to avoid unexpectedly 

profitable or costly international investments. Modelling spot-rate volatility can help to better 

understand forward contract prices (Davidson 1992), flows of products across borders (Karemera 

et al. 2011), and company profits (Franke 1991). Exchange rate volatility can change relative 

production costs (Baum and Caglayan 2010) and may even affect the unemployment rate among 

some countries (Feldmann 2011). Understanding the sources of exchange rate volatility can help 

policy makers mitigate these ill effects.  

Uncertainty about what government policy will be and how it will be enforced is one 

source of uncertainty that can affect exchange rates. Economic uncertainty matters because it 

affects expectations about costs and benefits. Because expectations affect both supply and 

demand, we can expect greater uncertainty to manifest as price changes.  

Previous authors have examined monthly Economic Policy Uncertainty (EPU) indices 

from newspaper articles constructed by Baker, Bloom, and Davis (2016) and Brogaard and 

Dretzel (2015) in order to explain month-to-month exchange rate volatility (Krol 2014; Balcilar 

et al. 2016; Kido 2016). Such studies find an effect of EPU on exchange rate volatility during the 

same month or with a one month lag. Provided that 1) exchange rates have repeatedly been 

shown to follow a random walk on a daily basis (Chortareas, Jiang, and Nankervis 2011; 

Charles, Darné, and Kim 2012) and 2) EPU observations are extracted from daily newspapers, it 

is reasonable to expect that exchange rates are influenced at a speed much quicker than thirty to 

sixty days. Unfortunately, previous studies that use monthly data are unable to distinguish 

between an effect of EPU that occurs in the same day versus an effect that lags as many as thirty 
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days. To the extent that results from monthly data reflect causal patterns rather than spurious 

correlations, only persistent waves of economic policy uncertainty can be detected. It is well 

known that volatility spillovers occur between economies via the exchange rate on the order of 

days (Bubák, Kočenda, and Žikeš 2011). 

Because market agents can act on information well within a month of discovery, I 

examine EPU and exchange rate returns at a daily frequency in order to detect whether economic 

policy uncertainties have a faster effect on exchange rate volatility than previously reported in 

the literature. Although it seems plausible that some effects of uncertainty persist over months, 

using daily data allows us to evaluate the relative importance of short and long-term EPU shocks. 

Further, evaluating daily data is a step toward identifying more precisely the specific causes of 

exchange rate changes. My contribution to the literature is that economic policy uncertainty 

affects the exchange rate on the same day and non-policy uncertainty affects volatility the 

following day rather than over months at a time. 

Previous authors have used VAR type models (Krol 2014; Balcilar et al. 2016) and a 

dynamic-correlation-coefficient generalized auto-regressive heteroskedasticity (DCC-GARCH) 

model (Kido 2016) in order to examine the monthly contemporary and lagged effect of economic 

policy uncertainty on exchange rate volatility. To date, most models of the exchange rate have 

been able to consistently predict neither the monthly nor the daily values better than a random 

walk. Predicting returns has been similarly elusive.  

After Bollerslev introduced the GARCH model (Bollerslev 1986), modeling variance in 

time series has been largely standardized to the GARCH class of models making results more 

comparable. I examine daily exchange rate volatility using a GARCH model in order to 1) detect 
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quicker responses of exchange rates to EPU than the current literature finds and 2) make my 

results comparable to previous studies of daily volatility. 

I examine the effect of US and UK economic policy uncertainty on the volatility of the 

US-Dollar/British Pound exchange rate using a modified GARCH model and daily data. Using 

daily data reveals short run dynamics that account for a substantial portion of EPU index 

variability that has been overlooked thus far. I argue that monthly data is inappropriate because 

the underlying data generating process of exchange rates and EPU occurs at a higher frequency.  

I find that UK EPU increases the bilateral exchange rate volatility between the US and 

UK while US EPU has no effect. I also find that non-policy market uncertainty has a larger effect 

on volatility than does EPU. 

This paper proceeds as follows: section 2 examines the existing theory and empirics, 

section 3 describes the mechanism that motivates a daily examination of EPU and exchange rate 

volatility, section 4 briefly describes the potential for alias effects and inconsistent estimates 

when using monthly data, section 5 presents my model, section 6 describes the data, and section 

7 discusses results. Section 8 examines the empirical effects of using aggregated data and section 

9 discusses the differences between the aggregated and disaggregated results.  

2. Theory and Existing Empirics 

EPU affects the price via expectations. When policy makers act and signal information 

about future policy or enforcement, they are providing one source of expectation determination 

by market participants. If policy makers were able to accurately and precisely communicate 

future policy, then there would be no policy uncertainty among market agents and prices would 

precisely adjust when the knowledge is communicated. However, policy makers are often neither 

accurate nor precise – nor particularly communicative – in their predictions of future policy. The 
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result is policy uncertainty. Specifically, economic policy uncertainty is the relevant policy 

uncertainty for those in the market.  

Uncertainty is not the same as risk. Policy makers communicating risk would merely 

update expected values for market participants, causing the existing price of an asset or currency 

to change and then remain at the new expected value. Policy uncertainty is better characterized 

by ambiguity wherein agent uncertainty concerning relevant policy actions results from the 

unknown quality or relevance of new policy information (Ellsberg 1961). When policy makers 

are untrustworthy, poor predictors of their own behavior, or poor communicators, the result is 

ambiguity – not merely risk. Ambiguity in the current context is the awareness of imprecise 

policy outcome expectations or unknown outcome probabilities.1 This uncertainty results in the 

divergence of expectations among market participants. As expectations are divergent, so too are 

the various demands and supplies of the market agents. Unlike risk, ambiguity implies that as 

agents update their beliefs heterogeneously in time or direction, the result is volatile prices at 

which transactions occur. 

Modern indexing and computational power have given rise to numerous studies that 

attempt to identify news shocks and sentiments among geographic areas by searching for key 

terms in newspapers and other publications (Ramirez and Zandbergen 2014; Du et al. 2017). 

Baker, Bloom, and Davis (2016) use key terms to identify Economic Policy Uncertainty terms in 

major newspapers in order to calculate monthly EPU indices for several countries and daily 

indices for the US and the UK. They argue that an increase in the frequency of these terms 

                                                           
1 Consider the periodic announcements by the Federal Reserve Chair-person who often cites particular sectors, 

indicators, and available data. Much video, audio, and ink is spilled about the words, tones, and gesticulations use 

and what they might imply for future policy. Such a circumstance seems to be exactly what Ellsberg meant when he 

described that “ “Ambiguity” may be high (and the confidence in any particular estimate of probabilities low) even 

where there is ample quantity of information, when there are questions of reliability and relevance of information, 

and particularly where there is conflicting opinion and evidence.” (Ellsberg 1961) 
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reflect broad economic policy uncertainty and show that their indices correlate with investment, 

output, employment, and stock market volatility. However, to date, only a handful of authors 

have investigated the relationship between EPU indices and foreign exchange market volatility.2 

Krol (2014), Kido (2016), and Balcilar, Gupta, Kyei, & Wohar (Balcilar et al. 2016) 

examine the effect of monthly EPU observations on monthly exchange rate returns between 

several countries. Krol uses both US and foreign EPU indices to find a same-month effect on 

exchange rate volatility using the US as the base country. Among industrialized nations he finds 

very mixed results. For the United Kingdom, Sweden, Japan, and Canada he finds no effect of 

country-specific EPU on volatility. For the Eurozone, Sweden, and the UK he finds no US EPU 

effect. Many significant results appear implausibly large or negative, implying that greater EPU 

decreases exchange rate volatility.3 Balcilar uses a nonparametric method and a VAR to find that 

relative bilateral monthly EPUs has a one month lagged effect on exchange rate volatility. Kido 

also finds a one month lag using a DCC-GARCH. 

I use a GARCH model in order to examine the dynamics of USD/British pound daily 

returns. I find that there are dynamics that occur much faster than the month’s response time 

found by previous authors. I also find that EPU matters less than other, non-policy sources of 

uncertainty for exchange rate volatility. 

3. Data Generating Processes 

Unlike many other markets, foreign exchange markets for spot rates don’t open or close 

for trading. Rather, trading is typically possible at all times. However, the bulk of New York 

                                                           
2 A voluminous literature has emerged since the US recession of 2008 studying Economic Policy Uncertainty. An 

extensive list of authors merely using the Baker, Bloom, and Davis data can be found at 

economicpolicyuncertainty.com. 
3 Interacted with Industrial production growth, US EPU increases the standard deviation of Yen monthly returns by 

176%. He finds that the UK EPU interacted effect on standard deviation is negative 84%. 
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trading occurs between about 8:30 am and 4:30 pm eastern time. Other international markets 

follow a similar pattern. These markets are dominated by large volume trades and expert day 

traders. Agents in both of these groups have a strong profit motive to remain well informed about 

relevant news. Therefore, we might expect that newly released relevant information is quickly 

reflected in the price of currency. We should expect that prices adjust within days if not much 

faster.  

Price adjustments that appear to occur over months may reflect information that is 

released over long periods or they may be the cumulative effect of clustered relevant news 

releases. Alternatively, adjustments that appear on the order of months could be statistically 

spurious since information contained in newspapers is disseminated very quickly and would be 

included in exchange rate prices similarly quickly. The canonical model for modeling exchange 

rate returns is a daily GARCH (Rapach and Strauss 2008). A daily model is canonical exactly 

because the frequency of the data generating process is so high. It is not unusual for authors to 

even examine data at a frequency on the order of minutes (Conrad and Lamla 2010; Barunik, 

Krehlik, and Vacha 2016). 

Baker, et al. produce both monthly and daily Economic Policy Uncertainty indices. The 

daily series is calculated as the average of newspaper mentions among several newspapers 

published on each day, indexed to an average of 100 over time. The monthly index is created 

similarly. Therefore, the monthly series can be loosely characterized as the temporally summed 

daily EPU newspaper mentions. After all, there are exactly as many newspaper mentions in a 

month as there are in the days which constitute the month. Baker, et al. produced monthly series 

for multiple countries and daily series for the US and UK.  
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Newspapers used in the EPU are typically published every morning on a daily basis. 

They contain information that is only as recent as the prior day. Importantly, newspapers are 

physically available before the large volumes of trade begin on the forex markets and often 

digitally available as early as the night prior. Regardless, newspapers are published between 

trading days. Although EPU and exchange rate observations share the same daily frequency, 

daily newspaper publication precedes daily exchange rate determination. Therefore, daily noon 

exchange rate observations can reasonably be considered to be informed by the same-day 

newspapers and resulting EPU observations. 

Using monthly, aggregated data provides an imprecise illustration of the rapid effects of 

new information on markets. Although swings in daily EPU and exchange rate volatility are 

detected by monthly data, the rate of the transmission over time is imprecise. Monthly data 

cannot distinguish between volatility resulting from EPU innovations on the same day and 

innovations that occur thirty days prior. 

4. Inconsistency and Alias  

Researchers over the past four decades have discussed the consequences of temporal 

aggregation at great length. Many aspects of time series temporal aggregation have been 

addressed including structural estimation (Christiano, Eichenbaum, and Marshall 1991), lag 

order determination (Amemiya and Wu 1972; Marcellino 1999; Telser 1967; Tiao 1972), 

causality (Breitung and Swanson 2002; Sims 1971; Wei 1982; Lütkepohl 1986), coefficient 

estimation (Telser 1967; Thornton and Chambers 2013), persistence (Rossana and Seater 1995), 

forecasting (Lütkepohl 1986), and half-life bias (Taylor 2001). Time series characteristics are 

affected by averaging, summing, or changing the observation frequency at all frequencies 
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(Rossana and Seater 1995). Priestly (1981) also illustrates the aliasing problem which is the 

inability of low frequency observations to detect high frequency cycles and patterns. 

Du, et al. (2017) provide a proof demonstrating that low frequency VAR models imply 

high frequency ARMA models and that the low frequency coefficient estimates are inconsistent. 

This makes a high frequency GARCH model, which models variance as an ARMA process, the 

natural alternative to a low frequency VAR that uses standard deviation or variance as the 

measure of spread such as in Krol (2014) and Balcilar, et al. (2016). Low frequency GARCH 

models have been shown to provide accurate implied high-frequency variance parameter 

estimates for some series. For such series, empirical examination of high frequency GARCH 

processes is unnecessary with low frequency GARCH process statistics in hand. However, 

accurate implied parameters cannot be calculated for series of high kurtosis, such as with the 

exchange rate data examined here (Drost and Nijman 1993). Therefore, direct empirical 

examination of high frequency data is necessary to calculate precise coefficients. 

5. Model 

The literature addressing the theory and empirics of exchange rate determination is 

expansive. Authors are typically unable to beat a random walk in prediction exercises (Meese 

and Rogoff 1983; Cheung, Chinn, and Pascual 2005).4 Subsequently, a large literature examining 

exchange rate volatility and exchange rate return volatility emerged that is too voluminous and 

diverse to list here. There have been three attempts to examine the link between Baker et al.’s 

EPU series and monthly exchange rate returns (Krol 2014; Balcilar et al. 2016; Kido 2016). 

Returns are typically defined as the difference of logged exchange rates:  

                                                           
4 Sarno, Menkhoff, Schmeling, and Schrimpf have had success in predicting the direction of change using a 

momentum strategy. However, their model does not specify magnitudes (Menkhoff et al. 2012). 
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𝑟𝑡 = ln(𝑒𝑡) − ln(𝑒𝑡−1).                 (1) 

Krol (2014) explains exchange rate volatility using the model:  

𝜎𝑖,𝑡 = 𝛼 + 𝛽1𝐸𝑃𝑈𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛽1𝐸𝑃𝑈𝑢𝑠,𝑡 + 𝛾𝑋 + 𝜐𝑡              (2) 

𝜎𝑖,𝑡 refers to the standard deviation of daily exchange returns for exchange rate i over month t. 

Both domestic and foreign country monthly contemporary EPU are explanatory variables, while 

X is a set of monthly controls. Krol also uses lagged instruments of control variables to account 

for lagged effects when the Spencer-Burk test implies that EPU and the VIX are not exogenous 

to the market. However, concerns about endogeneity can also be addressed by a VAR. In either 

case, Du, Ju, Ramirez, and Yao (2017) illustrate that a VAR using temporally aggregated data 

implies an ARMA model of the underlying higher frequency data with more precise estimated 

coefficients. 

Because estimating the level of 𝑒𝑡 better than a random walk model has proven largely 

illusive, many authors have assumed a GARCH process to model not the level, but the returns 

and their volatility. I begin with the typical GARCH model: 

𝑟𝑡 = 𝛼0 + 𝛽0𝑟𝑡−1 + 휀𝑡ℎ𝑡
1/2

                (3) 

ℎ𝑡 = 𝛼1 + ∑ 𝛿𝑖ℎ𝑡−𝑖
𝑝
𝑖=1 + ∑ 𝜑𝑖휀𝑡−𝑖

2𝑞
𝑖=1          

Consistent with the efficient market hypothesis (Fama 1970) and an exchange rate that 

follows a random walk, the canonical GARCH(1,1) model typically yields both a constant and 

autoregressive coefficient in the mean equation that are both small and very insignificantly 

different from zero. If the average daily return is zero and there is no significant autoregressive 

coefficient, then the variance is the only remaining item to model: 

𝑟𝑖 = 휀𝑡ℎ𝑡
1/2

                  (4) 

ℎ𝑡 = 𝛼1 + 𝛿1ℎ𝑡−1 + 𝜑1휀𝑡−1
2           
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Unlike Krol and Balcilar, et al (Krol 2014; Balcilar et al. 2016), I estimate the effect of 

both same-day EPU values and lagged values due to the timing of newspaper publications 

relative to the opening of markets discussed above. These and lagged market uncertainty 

variables that include the most recent information as of the trading day are included in the 

GARCH model as 𝑥𝑖,𝑡, updating equation (4) to the model that I use provides: 

𝑟𝑖 = 휀𝑡ℎ𝑡
1/2

                  (5) 

ℎ𝑡 = 𝛿1ℎ𝑡−1 + 𝜑1휀𝑡−1
2 + 𝑒(𝛼2+∑𝛽𝑖𝑥𝑖,𝑡)         

6. Data 

I examine the daily US dollar per British pound exchange rate for two reasons: 1) 

industrialized countries provided the least consistent results in Krol (2014) and 2) Baker, et al.’s 

daily EPU index data exists only for the US and UK. Therefore, these results may not be 

universally representative – though there is little reason to expect major differences among other 

developed US trading partners. I examine the period from 2001 through 2015 because it includes 

the earliest daily UK EPU data and it ends prior to the release of the 2016 British MP election 

results. This election is noteworthy because the winning Conservative party had promised a 

referendum on leaving the European Union if they in fact won. Because a British exit would 

occur over years and potentially include a structural break in both the conditional and 

unconditional variance, I omit data after 2015. 

Exchange rates are taken from the Federal Reserve Economic Data (FRED) and are daily 

spot rates at noon. Importantly, the spot rate is observed many hours after the publication of 

newspapers that are used to calculate EPU. The US EPU, UK EPU, and the non-policy market 

uncertainty series (described below) are all normalized to an average of zero and a unit variance 

for more easily comparable results. 
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Because EPU might rise with general economic uncertainty, I create a measure of 

economic non-policy uncertainty by modelling the daily VIX (Chicago Board Options Exchange 

1990): 

𝑉𝐼𝑋𝑡 = 𝛼 + 𝛽0𝐸𝑃𝑈𝑈𝑆 + 𝛽1𝐸𝑃𝑈𝑈𝐾 + µ𝑡       (8) 

Here, the residual, µ𝑡, reflects the portion of relevant uncertainty in the market that is not 

explained by EPU5. I’ll refer to this as non-policy market uncertainty or just market uncertainty. 

Table I contains summary statistics for the daily return as well as the daily US EPU, UK EPU, 

and market uncertainty index6. Consistent with table I and following West and Cho (1995) and 

Rapach and Strauss (2008), I treat the conditional and unconditional mean return as zero. Daily 

returns exhibit heavy kurtosis in line with the prior literature’s findings. Table I includes the 

Ljung-Box statistic and ARCH Lagrange multipliers for the squared return. A white noise 

process is easily rejected and the ARCH-LM statistics provide evidence of a GARCH(1,1). Note 

that exchange rate observations are absent on weekends and holidays, market uncertainty 

observations are absent on days for which the NYSE is closed, and EPU values are present for 

every day in the sample. 

Table II lists p-value results from augmented Dickey-Fuller and Phillips-Perron tests. 

Both statistics imply stationarity for all four series. 

The Box-Jenkins method provides results for the ARMA processes. Both EPU and the 

market uncertainty series are best modeled as ARMA(1,1) process according to both the AIC and 

BIC. Note that stationarity in levels makes differencing unnecessary. Results are in table III. 

                                                           
5 The correlation coefficient between the US EPU and the VIX is 0.49 and the correlation coefficient between the 

UK EPU and the VIX is 0.41. Therefore, the VIX is not merely a proxy for US EPU alone. Thanks to Jan Vogler for 

this point. 
6 Daily EPU observations can be downloaded from economicpolicyuncertainty.com. The VIX can be downloaded 

from FRED. 
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Informed by both the discussion above and the Box-Jenkins model selection method, it is 

clear that shocks to EPU and market uncertainty occur at least as often as on the order of days. 

The question remains, however, how important these short-term effects are. Of course, actual 

EPU may have intra-day fluctuations given the ubiquity of television, smart phones, and social 

media.  

Table IV presents results of the spectral density analysis. The first column provides 

Bartlett’s periodogram test for white noise. Rejection of the null for all three series implies that 

they are not white noise. The second column is the proportion of sinusoidal series dynamics that 

are less than a month. The third column is the proportion of dynamics that occur in less than 2 

weeks. The bulk of sinusoidal cycles that occur within a month also occur within two weeks. 

More than 40% of the sinusoidal dynamics in the EPU series occur in less than a month and 

about 35% occur in less than two weeks. Using monthly data ignores a considerable part of the 

series dynamics that occur within 30 days and suggests that the aliasing problem is substantial. 

7. Results 

In equation (5), 𝑥𝑖,𝑡 includes the most recent daily information available to market 

participants. In the case of daily US and UK EPU, this includes same-day values because there 

are several hours between newspaper publication and the daily noon exchange rate observations. 

Traders may learn relevant information within the hours of trading through other media sources 

such as television, radio, or any number of social media outlets. If traders in the market become 

informed about relevant information and are able to act on it at least as quickly as within several 

minutes, the prior day’s VIX observation and any relevant information from newspapers 

published overnight should be easily reflected in the price by noon.7 If traders are more 

                                                           
7 Intra-day trading and news releases may be fruitful for future study. 
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lackadaisical, then the new information will be reflected in proceeding noon observations. Like 

the VIX, the market uncertainty index represents information contained throughout the trading 

day, including after the noon observation time. Market uncertainty’s inclusion in 𝑥𝑖,𝑡 is therefore 

lagged one day because it is the most recent observation available as of any trading day. 

Table V8 contains results for the GARCH model in equation (4) and (5). Column (1) 

contains the basic GARCH(1,1) results using equation (4). Columns (2) - (4) include the most 

recent and lagged levels of US EPU, UK EPU, and market uncertainty. Column (2) includes the 

US and UK EPU while omitting the market uncertainty variable from the model. I include it for 

comparison only. Column (3) includes all of the most recent variables available on a trading day: 

the EPUs available from newspapers and the prior day’s market uncertainty modelled from the 

VIX. Columns (5) – (7) instead use differenced explanatory variables in equation (5).  

The coefficient for UK EPU is relatively robust to including market uncertainty in the 

regression. Column (4) includes two days’ worth of information available to market agents. 

Again, US EPU is not significant. Although contemporary UK EPU loses significance, UK EPU 

from the day prior is significant and of greater magnitude. This is consistent with the claim that 

market participants act on information much more quickly than a month’s time. The UK EPU 

results for columns (5) – (7) are generally consistent with the level specifications. In both 

columns (3) and (4), which include all three explanatory variables, the market uncertainty 

contribution to variance is more than that of UK EPU (and negative in the differenced case), 

while US EPU contribution is consistently insignificantly different from zero. 

Providing an example is helpful to grasp the magnitudes. Using column (3) in table V and 

only a constant, the variance of 𝑟𝑡 is ℎ = 𝑒−4.46502 = 0.0115 or a standard deviation of 0.107. 

                                                           
8 The constant of column (1) is not comparable to the other specifications. 
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Using column (3), assuming no ARMA terms, and one unit greater level of market uncertainty 

provides a variance of ℎ = 𝑒(−4.46502+0.4157471) = 0.0174 or a standard deviation of 0.132. 

Introducing a one standard deviation greater level of UK EPU provides a variance of ℎ =

𝑒(−4.46502+0.4157471+0.32212) = 0.024 or a standard deviation of 0.155. Because the variance of 

𝑟𝑡 is unity, these calculations imply that about 5% of the standard deviation is accounted for by a 

unit innovation of EPU and market uncertainty.  

This is sizable given the typical explanatory ability of ARMA processes. Appropriate due 

to the high kurtosis of each daily series, a two standard deviation greater level of market 

uncertainty and UK EPU provides a variance of ℎ = 𝑒(−4.46502+0.832+0.644) = 0.05 and a 

standard deviation of 0.223 – more than double that implied by the constant alone. Although all 

series are standardized with a mean of zero and a unit variance, they remain different in kurtosis. 

The market uncertainty has much more kurtosis than does UK EPU meaning that extreme values 

are more likely. For example, June 7th of 2006 had a UK EPU value 1.97 standard deviations 

above the mean and June 6th of 2006 had a market uncertainty of 5.92 standard deviations above 

the mean prior to an expected upward revision of the most recent Consumer Price Index value 

and concerns that the Federal Open Market Committee might increase the Federal Funds Rate 

(Hadi 2006). This implied an estimated variance of ℎ = 𝑒(−4.46502+2.46+0.634) = 0.25 or a 

standard deviation of 0.50.  

The standard deviation of daily returns throughout the entire period is half a percent. The 

constant and uncertainty variables explain about 0.1% percentage point of the daily standard 

deviation given a unit standard deviation increase in the market uncertainty and UK EPU. This is 

a sizeable difference in daily volatility when there are 365 days in a year and spikes such as on 

June 7th increase the return standard deviation by 250 basis points. It is also worth noting that a 
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unit greater non-policy uncertainty accounts for a larger proportion of the variance than does 

EPU. This makes sense if we consider the greater span of uncertain business operating concerns 

in the private sector on a day-to-day basis. 

The differenced explanatory variable coefficients in columns (6) and (7) provide 

surprising results. The straightforward portion is that greater changes in UK EPU result in 

greater volatility. The unexpected result is that a larger increase in market uncertainty decreases 

the exchange rate variance. I pause here to offer a possible reason because these results are 

consistent across daily and weekly sampling frequencies. One possible consistent hypothesis is 

that increasing ambiguity concerning policy causes agents to have greater divergence in beliefs 

while increased market uncertainty causes agents to ‘stand-by’ in a holding pattern. That is, 

market agents are more willing to act on policy ambiguity rather than on ambiguous market 

information. This hypothesis can’t be answered in the current study and will require 

corroborating evidence from future studies. 

8. Empirical Effects of Aggregation 

Drost and Nijman (1993) demonstrate that there is convertibility between the parameters 

of a high frequency GARCH and the coefficients of a low frequency GARCH except in cases of 

high kurtosis. As the exchange rate data used here does indeed have high kurtosis, I replicate the 

previous section using weekly and monthly data. This allows comparability between high and 

low data frequency results. It also allows comparability with previous work on exchange rate 

models and EPU or GARCH.  

I adjust the sampling period of the US-UK exchange rate to every seven days for weekly 

data and once per month for monthly data. Weekly return and VIX data is observed on 

Wednesdays because it has the fewest number of missing observations. When an observation is 
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missing, I use the most recent observation instead. By decreasing the sampling frequency rather 

than averaging daily values, I avoid pitfalls well known in the time series literature.9 Rather than 

use every seventh market uncertainty observation from the daily series, I conduct the same 

estimation procedure using the weekly VIX in order to calculate a weekly market uncertainty 

measure.  

I employ a different aggregation method for EPU data. Available EPU data is an indexed 

sum of articles published in a day or month. EPU is a value over a span of time and not a value at 

a point in time10. Therefore, I approximate actual weekly values by summing the prior seven 

daily values for each week. I do this for both US and UK EPU series.  

Monthly observations for the US-UK exchange rate are from the last trading day of each 

month. US and UK EPU values are from the monthly series created by Baker, et al. Market 

uncertainty values are estimated from the end of month VIX observation and monthly EPU 

values. I scale all series to an average of zero with unit variance for all regressions. Weekly and 

monthly summary statistics are in tables VI and VII. Kurtosis remains high for the return at all 

frequencies. The Ljung-Box statistic still rejects that the returns are white noise at the weekly 

frequency. Unlike the daily data, the statistics for monthly returns cannot reject white noise. Nor 

can the Ljung-Box test on weekly and monthly squared residuals. Evidence for an ARMA model 

of exchange rate returns disappears for weekly date but remains for monthly data. 

Stationarity test p-values using low frequency data are in table VIII. The augmented 

Dickey-Fuller test fails to reject a unit root for explanatory variables at both lower frequencies. 

However, the Phillips-Perron test rejects a unit root for all variables as with the daily data in 

table II. 

                                                           
9 See (Taylor 2001) for a illustrative example. 
10 See (Baker, Bloom, and Davis 2016) for a thorough discussion of the index construction procedure. 
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The Box-Jenkins method selects the weekly and monthly ARMA processes in table IX. 

The results are identical to those using daily data for the UK EPU and market uncertainty. The 

appropriate monthly model of US EPU, however, is an AR(1) according to the BIC. This is also 

the only case of AIC and BIC disagreement (the AIC suggests an ARMA (1,7) process). This 

latter finding may have been the impetus for previous authors to use monthly data. 

Spectral density analysis for weekly and monthly data in table X provides similar results 

as the daily data. White noise is rejected at all frequencies. Because the daily data represents a 

more precise representation of dynamics, I compare the weekly and monthly data against it as a 

standard. The general trend is that the proportion of higher frequency sinusoidal cycles is lower 

with less frequent sampling (weekly US EPU and monthly UK EPU data for annual and 

quarterly cycles are the only exception). Therefore, even allowing longer horizons for the effects 

of economic policy uncertainty will generally misestimate the importance of those effects when 

using lower frequency data. This misrepresentation of high frequency cycles, even proportional 

to low frequency cycles, is consistent with less concave cumulative spectral density functions as 

sampling frequency decreases. 

Weekly data consistently provides underestimated results for the proportion of sinusoidal 

cycles within a month and within two weeks. Neither weekly nor monthly data provide accurate 

estimates of sinusoidal cycle proportions within a year or quarter. 

Tables XI and XII below display the GARCH results using weekly and monthly data. 

Again, columns (5) - (7) mimic columns (2) - (4) but with differenced independent variables11. 

Columns (1), (2), and (5) are for comparison. Note that market uncertainty is no longer lagged, 

                                                           
11 Column 7 is omitted for monthly data because it could not be estimated using quantitative methods. 
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but is contemporary values in columns (3) and (6). The constant in column (1) is again not 

comparable to the constant in other columns. 

Across all frequencies, the level of US EPU has insignificant results. The net effect of 

weekly UK EPU is possibly slightly negative and monthly UK EPU is insignificant. The 

monthly insignificance of US and UK EPU in column (3) and (4) are consistent with Krol’s 

failure to find contemporary effects of EPU and Balcilar, et al.’s failure to find lagged effects of 

EPU on the US-UK exchange rate. This stands in contrast to the significant contemporary and 

lagged UK EPU effects found in my daily GARCH model. The level of market uncertainty 

remains significant and more important than any EPU at all frequencies. 

9. Discussion 

The specter of economic policy uncertainty is difficult to assess. Uncertainty may be 

characterized as an intertemporal knowledge problem that is not necessarily asymmetric. Since 

perfect intertemporal knowledge is impossible, accurate estimates of future returns should not be 

compared against models of complete knowledge. Rather, relative precision of beliefs are the 

relevant comparisons across different times and markets. Relevant policy uncertainty is only one 

of many sources that might cause imprecise or inaccurate beliefs. 

I contrast a GARCH model of daily exchange rate returns to results using weekly and 

monthly data. I argue that information from newspapers affects traders’ beliefs much faster than 

the rate that previous authors assumed. I find that more than a third of the sinusoidal cycles in the 

US and UK EPU series are under a month and that monthly data does not provide an accurate 

representation of the data cycles even at the annual horizon.  

UK EPU, rather than US EPU, contributes to daily variance and this result doesn’t 

generalize to lower sampling frequencies. The level of US EPU contributes to variance at none 
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of the sampling frequencies, and neither EPU contributes to monthly variance. I find little 

evidence for the monthlong lag effect of EPU on exchange rate volatility that Balcilar et al. 

(2016) find.  

Finally, I find that both policy and market uncertainty increase exchange rate volatility 

and that market uncertainty accounts for the larger proportion. Considering the relative 

importance of policy vs non-policy matters for daily business activities, this result is intuitive. 

In this article I do not examine the reasons for the significance of daily UK EPU rather 

than US EPU. However, I briefly list thoughts here. The reason may be that the United Kingdom 

is a smaller economy and more dependent on trade and exchange rates. Alternatively, US EPU 

may be too blunt a tool provided the large and diverse US economy. Maybe US EPU has 

intraday effects that are quicker than daily data can detect. There may also be regulatory 

differences among traders that affect the speed at which traders can invest and divest 

(considering the lack of capital controls in either country, this seems unlikely). Finally, it may 

also be that US EPU doesn’t affect the exchange rate because the US has a longer history (since 

the 1970s) of monetary policy targets that exclude exchange rates. Contrast this with monetary 

policy in the UK during the early 1990s when the pound sterling was pegged to the deutschmark 

as part of the European Exchange Rate Mechanism. Therefore, it may be that market participants 

have a lingering expectation that policy agents may have the exchange rate in mind, even if not 

publicly stated. All of this is conjecture, of course, and can be better answered by future research 

with more high frequency data for additional periods and economies. 

Given the turn-around-time for newspaper information to inform market participants in 

well-developed financial markets, the inconclusive monthly results are not surprising. My results 

using daily data contribute to the argument that relevant policy information contained in 
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newspapers, embodied here as EPU, does correlate with greater exchange rate return variance 

both in the same day and the next day. Finally, results from weekly and monthly data provide 

some evidence that there is a case to be made for persistent swings in market uncertainty 

influencing exchange rates.  
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Appendix of Tables 

 

  

Daily Frequency
Exchange Rate 

Return
US EPU UK EPU MU

Observations 3766 5478 5478 3773

Mean 0.0000 (0.0001) 107.37 (0.9730) 261.69 (2.174) 0.00 (0.1254)

Standard Deviation 0.0059 (0.0115) 72.02 (0.0096) 160.90 (0.0096) 7.70 (0.0115)

Variance 0.0000 (0.0000) 5,186 (99.11) 25,890 (494.75) 59.33 (1.37)

Skewness -0.3207 (0.0399) 1.86 (0.0331) 1.26 (0.0331) 1.77 (0.0399)

Kurtosis 8.55 (0.0798) 9.23 (0.0662) 6.19 (0.0662) 9.16 (0.0798)

Min -0.0497 3.32 0.00 -26.09

Max 0.0443 719 1,645 53.5

Ljung-Box (r=40) 115.33 [0.0000]

Ljung-Box (r=40) 3560.1 [0.0000]

ARCH Lagrange multiplier (q=2) 7.2 [0.0273]

ARCH Lagrange multiplier (q=10) 215.8 [0.0000]

Table I

EPU observations are from Baker, et al.'s daily EPU series. Ljung-Box tests a null hypothesis of white noise. The ARCH 

Lagrange multiplier tests a null hypothesis of no ARCH process. The higher order rejection of no ARCH process is 

evidence of a moving average process. Parentheses contain standard errors and brackets contain p-values.

Squared Return

Summary Statistics: January 1, 2001 - December 31, 2015
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Table II

Daily Frequency US EPU UK EPU MU

Augmented Dickey-Fuller

60 Lags p-value

Phillips-Perron

60 Lags p-value

Tests for Stationarity

[0.0083]

[0.0000]

P-values for tests of stationarity on daily return variance and uncertainty 

series.

[0.0102][0.0002][0.0241]

[0.0000] [0.0000] [0.0000]

 2
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Table III

Daily Frequency

US EPU (1,1)

UK EPU (1,1)

MU (1,1)

ARMA Selection

Results of the Box-Jenkins 

methodology for (p,q). Where p is the 

order of auto-regressive terms and q is 

the order of moving-average terms.
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Table IV

Bartlett's 

p-values

Within 

Annual 

Cycles

Within 

Quarter 

Cycles

Within 

Month 

Cycles

Within 2 

Week 

Cycles

Daily Frequency

US EPU (0.0000) 0.626 0.516 0.432 0.341

UK EPU (0.0000) 0.566 0.464 0.415 0.366

MU (0.0000) 0.848 0.784 0.678 0.521

Bartlett's p-values testing the null hypothesis of white noise are in 

parentheses. All other numbers are the proportion of sinusoidal 

cycles that occur within the period of the column heading. For 

example, 51.6% of the sinusoidal cycles occur within a quarter 

for daily US EPU.

Spectral Analysis
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Table V

Variance (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

ARCH 0.040*** 0.039*** 0.053*** 0.051*** 0.039*** 0.051*** 0.050

GARCH 0.955*** 0.954*** 0.933*** 0.935*** 0.954*** 0.939*** 0.940

Constant 0.005*** -5.136*** -4.465*** -4.661*** -5.353*** -5.115*** -5.354***

L.Market Uncertainty 0.416*** 1.229** -1.672*** -0.253

L2.Market Uncertainty -0.818 -1.344***

US EPU -0.060 0.039 -0.176 0.817*** 0.078 -0.433

L.US EPU 0.080 -0.524

UK EPU 0.423*** 0.322** -0.238 -0.192 0.580*** 0.309

L.UK EPU 0.598* 0.740***

Log Likelihood -4943.2 -4940.0 -4928.7 -4926.3 -4940.6 -4929.9 -4926.3

AIC 9892.3 9890.0 9869.3 9870.5 9891.1 9871.8 9870.6

BIC 9911.0 9921.2 9906.7 9926.5 9922.3 9909.2 9926.6

Daily US-UK Exchange Rate Return GARCH Results 

Column (1) displays coefficients resulting from equation (4). Columns (2)-(4) display coefficients from equation 

(5). All level variables have an average of zero and unit variance. Columns (5)-(7) are the coefficients for 

differenced independent variables. Daily observations are from January 2, 2001 through December 31, 2015. 

Asterisks refer to p-values < 0.10, 0.05, and 0.01. AIC and BIC are the Akaike information criterion and 

Bayesian information criterion. Return observations are missing for weekends and days during which markets are 

closed. Lagged uncertainty variables refer to the most previously available value regardless of open markets. 
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Table VI

Weekly Frequency

Exchange Rate 

Return
US EPU UK EPU MU

Observations 782 782 782 781

Mean 0.0000 (0.0007) 100.0 (1.8819) 100.0 (1.6814) 0.0 (0.2564)

Standard Deviation 0.0197 (0.0253) 52.6 (0.0253) 47.0 (0.0253) 7.2 (0.0253)

Variance 0.0004 (0.0000) 2769 (140.14) 2211 (111.88) 51.4 (2.6)

Skewness -2.3170 (0.0876) 1.4 (0.0876) 1.0 (0.0876) 1.6 (0.0876)

Kurtosis 55.09 (0.1752) 5.3 (0.1752) 4.8 (0.1752) 9.5 (0.1753)

Min -0.2670 25.8 19.8 -26.4

Max 0.1406 337 390 45.3

Ljung-Box (r=40) 68.23 [0.0036]

Ljung-Box (r=40) 44.2 [0.2996]

ARCH Lagrange multiplier (q=2) 0.0 [0.9989]

ARCH Lagrange multiplier (q=10) 0.8 [0.9999]

Return and MU variables are weekly Wednesday or most recent observations. EPU observations are the sum of the prior 

seven daily observations. Ljung-Box tests a null hypothesis of white noise. The ARCH Lagrange multiplier tests a null 

hypothesis of no ARCH process.  Parentheses contain standard errors and brackets contain p-values.

Squared Return

Summary Statistics: January 10, 2001 - December 30, 2015
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Table VII

Monthly Frequency

Exchange Rate 

Return
US EPU UK EPU MU

Observations 179 180 180 180

Mean 0.0001 (0.0019) 119 (3.4588) 152 (6.2768) 0 (0.4848)

Standard Deviation 0.0250 (0.053) 46.4 (0.0529) 84.2 (0.0529) 6.5 (0.0529)

Variance 0.0006 (0.0001) 2,153 (227.626) 7,092 (749.613) 42.3 (4.47)

Skewness -0.3527 (0.1831) 1.03 (0.1826) 0.81 (0.1826) 1.25 (0.1826)

Kurtosis 4.55 (0.3662) 3.92 (0.3651) 3.03 (0.3651) 6.44 (0.3651)

Min -0.0966 44.78 30.47 -19.17

Max 0.0880 283.67 408.44    30.12

Ljung-Box (r=40) 45.75 [0.2456]

Ljung-Box (r=40) 45.5 [0.2543]

ARCH Lagrange multiplier (q=2) 19.0 [0.0001]

ARCH Lagrange multiplier (q=10) 47.6 [0.0000]

Squared Return

 Return and MU variables are from the last trading day of the month. EPU observations are from Baker, et al.'s monthly 

series. Ljung-Box tests a null hypothesis of white noise. The ARCH Lagrange multiplier tests a null hypothesis of no 

ARCH process. The higher order rejection of no ARCH process is evidence of a moving average process. Parentheses 

contain standard errors and brackets contain p-values.

Summary Statistics: January, 2001 - December, 2015
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Table VIII

Weekly Frequency US EPU UK EPU MU

Augmented Dickey-Fuller

60 Lags p-value

Phillips-Perron

60 Lags p-value

Monthly Frequency

Augmented Dickey-Fuller

60 Lags p-value

Phillips-Perron

60 Lags p-value

[0.161] [0.3802] [0.2049]

Tests for Stationarity

P-values for tests of stationarity on weekly and monthly return variance 

and uncertainty series.

[0.003] [0.2804] [0.5612] [0.1787]

[0.0000] [0.0000] [0.0048] [0.0000]

[0.0000] [0.0000] [0.0000] [0.0000]

[0.0008]

 2
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Table IX

Weekly Frequency

US EPU (1,1)

UK EPU (1,1)

MU (1,1)

Monthly Frequency

US EPU (1,0)

UK EPU (1,1)

MU (1,1)

ARMA Selection

Results of the Box-Jenkins 

methodology for (p,q). Where p is the 

order of auto-regressive terms and q is 

the order of moving-average terms.
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Table X

Bartlett's 

p-values

Within 

Annual 

Cycles

Within 

Quarter 

Cycles

Within 

Month 

Cycles

Within 2 

Week 

Cycles

Daily Frequency

US EPU (0.0000) 0.626 0.516 0.432 0.341

UK EPU (0.0000) 0.566 0.464 0.415 0.366

MU (0.0000) 0.848 0.784 0.678 0.521

Weekly Frequency

US EPU (0.0000) 0.759 0.490 0.308 0.057

UK EPU (0.0000) 0.721 0.520 0.338 0.098

MU (0.0000) 0.797 0.550 0.293 0.051

Monthly Frequency

US EPU (0.0000) 0.553 0.341 - -

UK EPU (0.0000) 0.792 0.622 - -

MU (0.0000) 0.611 0.375 - -

Bartlett's p-values testing the null hypothesis of white noise are in 

parentheses. All other numbers are the proportion of sinusoidal 

cycles that occur within the period of the column heading. For 

example, 51.6% of the sinusoidal cycles occur within a quarter 

for daily US EPU.

Spectral Analysis
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Table XI

Variance (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

ARCH 0.078*** 0.073*** 0.073*** 0.071*** 0.071*** 0.076*** 0.059***

GARCH 0.888*** 0.890*** 0.886*** 0.881*** 0.885*** 0.888*** 0.892***

Constant 0.031** -3.464*** -3.397*** -3.622*** -3.591*** -3.614*** -3.680***

Market Uncertainty 0.137*** -0.004 -0.120*** 0.007

L.Market Uncertainty 0.168*** 0.123

US EPU -0.361 -0.350 0.079 0.027 -0.474 0.770*

L.US EPU -0.087 -0.046

UK EPU 0.406* 0.441* 1.213**** 1.147*** -0.653 0.051

L.UK EPU -1.313** 1.283**

Log Likelihood -1036.0 -1035.2 -1034.0 -1029.3 -1031.1 -1034.0 -1026.7

AIC 2078.1 2080.3 2080.0 2076.6 2072.3 2080.0 2071.5

BIC 2092.1 2103.6 2108.0 2118.5 2095.6 2107.9 2113.4

Weekly US-UK Exchange Rate Return GARCH Results 

Column (1) displays coefficients resulting from equation (4). Columns (2)-(4) display coefficients from equation 

(5). All level variables have an average of zero and unit variance. Columns (5)-(7) are the coefficients for 

differenced independent variables. Weekly observations are from January 10, 2001 through December 30, 2015. 

Exchange rate and MU observations are from Wednesdays or the most recent available. EPU values are the 

sum of preceding 7 daily observations.  Asterisks refer to p-values < 0.10, 0.05, and 0.01. AIC and BIC are the 

Akaike information criterion and Bayesian information criterion. n=781 
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Table XII

Variance (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

ARCH 0.062** 0.048 -0.083 -0.115 0.015 -0.113***

GARCH 0.809*** 0.764*** 0.375 0.647* 0.883*** 1.030***

Constant 0.130 -1.698*** -0.500 -0.965 -2.604*** -3.431***

Market Uncertainty 0.461*** 0.805 1.359**

L.Market Uncertainty -0.336

US EPU 0.219 0.031 0.265 0.714** 1.192***

L.US EPU -0.345

UK EPU -0.013 0.053 -0.254 0.552 0.105

L.UK EPU 0.331

Log Likelihood -250.6 -250.2 -240.8 -239.8 -249.4 -239.2

AIC 507.2 510.5 493.6 497.6 508.7 490.3

BIC 516.8 526.4 512.7 526.2 524.6 509.5

Monthly US-UK Exchange Rate Return GARCH Results 

Column (1) displays coefficients resulting from equation (4). Columns (2)-(4) display coefficients 

from equation (5). All level variables have an average of zero and unit variance. Columns (5)-(7) are 

the coefficients for differenced independent variables. Monthly observations are from February, 

2001 through December, 2015. Exchange rate and MU observations are from the final trading day 

of the month. EPU values are from the Baker, et al. monthly series.  Asterisks refer to p-values < 

0.10, 0.05, and 0.01. AIC and BIC are the Akaike information criterion and Bayesian information 

criterion.  n=179 


